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Retro-engineering of liposomal vaccine adjuvants: Role of a microarray-based screen

To the Editor,

This is in response to several papers relating to the immunobiology of liposomes. The studies, while progressive in their own right, have produced disseminated data which needs to be bridged so that future liposomes may be used as engineered adjuvants for various diseases.

A study by Badiee et al. suggests that a Th1 type immune response (high IgG2a/IgG1 ratio, high IFN-γ and low IL-4) was more effectively obtained by neutral liposomes than positively charged liposomes, while negatively charged liposomes had the opposite effect of inducing a Th2 response [1]. Another study using soluble Leshmania antigen suggests that the positively charged liposomes, induced the most potent Th1 response [2]. In contrast, a study of the liposomes used for Th1 cell therapy showed that the phosphatidylserine content of negatively charged liposomes induced IFN-γ (Th1 cytokine) [3]. Further, a study by Yamamoto et al. [4], studying IL-6, IL-10, IL-1β, TNF-α and IFN-γ, suggested that it is the size of liposomes that is the most crucial parameter in determining cytokine output and that the lipid composition does not affect cytokine release.

While not being exhaustive, these examples clearly suggest that there is a lack of common inferences, which probably result form the lack of a common experimental paradigm. The immune system being so complex, with the presence of interacting molecular pathways, may be affected significantly by a small change in the physico-chemical properties of liposomes. Thus, differences in (i) the composition and size of liposomes, (ii) experimental models for assessment of immunological response, and (iii) antigens used, lead to ambiguous results and prevent the development of a common model for the immunological profile of liposomes.

Despite its shortcomings, until recently alum was the only approved adjuvant, for human use [5], thus making the need for a new generation of adjuvants acute. While liposomes have reached the market as carriers of drugs [6], and with several papers showing positive results using liposomal vaccine adjuvants for diseases such as HIV [7–9], tuberculosis [10,11], malaria [12–14] and leishmaniasis [1,15], liposomal systems have a real chance of becoming the vaccine adjuvants of the future.

An important spin-off of such a profiling exercise would be the ability to assess in preliminary manner the toxicity profile of the liposomes during the microarray screen, since the general scan would cover a wide range of cellular markers.

We believe that a microarray screen would only be the starting point for such a retro-engineering approach, and that confirmation from other related experiments will need to be performed to select the best adjuvant specific for the disease.
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